TRANCE—THE TRIP INTO YOUR MIND!

There are always two of them.
They hail from Berlin.
They see into your head:
telepathy, hypnosis, psychomagic,
and surreal ART NOIR animations.
They will keep you awake.

At TRANCE—Paranormal Theatre, you will experience altered states of
consciousness—even without the use of any substances!
He is a gentleman, a player, a manipulator.
She grew up in Brazil and was introduced early on to ancient African magical rituals.
Together, this twosome envelops its audience into a magical world of paranormal
secrets.
Fanciful, inventive and expansive minds most welcome!

The show
TRANCE is not simply a show. It is an intimate evening spent exploring and unveiling
the invisible.
Every audience member will influence the direction of the performance—your
innermost thoughts and wishes will be unearthed. Together, you will encounter
paranormal moments, inexplicable and unexperienced by anyone else.
TRANCE introduces you to a secret world and the silent, tender unknown.
Come and celebrate with us!
The paranormal experiments created by Roman von Thurau and Vivian are of
multidimensional nature. These are no simple stunts that can be reproduced on a
daily basis.

With TRANCE, the two artists do not intend to elevate themselves above their
audience. Instead, it is a shared journey into the mysterious world that surrounds all
living things.
TRANCE is accompanied by electronic beats from Berlin's DJ scene and surreal ART
NOIR animated films.
All animated drawings are realized by the artist, Vivian, herself and have been
brought to life by an animation team over a five-year process.
Vivian: "During this process, I immersed myself deeply into my inner world of
imagination, allowing pictures and ideas to come to me freely. Occasionally, I was
overwhelmed. At one point, my psychiatrist asked me to stop drawing —it had
become a mania—so that I might keep my feet on the ground."
The internationally performed Trance found its home in Berlin.
For the past seven years, Trance has been a sell out show in the most renowned
venues in the city, both mainstream and underground. As well as prestigious
residencies in Wintergarten and Admiralpalast, Trance has been a huge success in
“Katerholzig“, “Bar 25“ and “Katerblau“, some of the most famous nightclubstheatres in Berlin.

Biography
Mr. Von Thurau and Vivian's strange abilities are rooted far in the past:
Von Thurau: "I have an old fascination for secrets in general. After a short attempt to
live a bourgeois life—including earning a master's in psychology, which was rather
tiring—I then dedicated my life to secret sciences. I learned magic arts from a Polish
master who never stopped smoking. At the same time, I trained in martial arts
(including a karate black belt) and learned NLP [neuro-linguistic programming] and
hypnosis. Berlin's nightlife and the crazy creatures I've met within it taught me to
read the finest expressions in faces. A fact that makes me very happy is that people
well-rooted in the 21st century still have the capacity to let themselves be seduced by
the mysterious!"
Vivian: "As a child, I thought adults were strange. Their moods seemed capricious,
and their reactions had no obvious cause. In order to feel safe in this ever changing
environment, I started to see 'behind' things. My nanny Zézé taught me how to know
what was going on with people long before they even knew. I learned to read the
most seemingly insignificant signs in people—their breath, their movements, a tiny
twitch of the eye, their smell. I would know what was going on in a person's mind
when his cheek or ears turned red or when his nose went pale. I was constantly
sensing, like an animal. This empathy first became a habit and later my vocation."

…and finally:
Roman von Thurau and Vivian, for many years now, have researched and excavated
the borders of the human mind together. They train themselves in a radical
sensitivity; they play with enhanced states of consciousness. After their long-standing
meditation practice, they are now capable to see into both the chasms and heights of
their audiences' minds.
They follow their creed: "In the name of beauty, tenderness, and holy insanity, amen."

Contact: info@trancetheater.de

